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ABSTRACT 

The recent advances in integrated circuit technologies, microprocessor hardware, wireless communications, embedded 
systems and technologies as well as the emergence of Ad-hoc networking, made up the concept of wireless sensor net-
works. Regarding the nature of sensors and the nature of the environment of deployment sensor networks are exposed to 
many attacks more than any other networks, therefore new strategies and protocols of security must be defined for these 
networks taking into consideration the characteristics of sensors as well as the architecture of the network. In this paper 
we propose a lightweight implementation of public key infrastructure called cluster based public infrastructure (CBPKI), 
CBPKI is based on the security and the authenticity of the base station for executing a set of handshakes intended to 
establish session keys between the base station and sensors over the network used for ensuring data confidentiality and 
integrity. 
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1. Introduction 

Last years have known the development of small, low cost, 
low power and multifunctional sensor nodes, having the 
possibility of sensing and collecting application specific 
data as temperature, pressure and movement to allow en- 
vironment monitoring [1]. These sensors networked with 
short range wireless medium are called wireless sensor 
networks WSN, which is a collection of hundreds to 
thousands of sensor nodes wirelessly connected to each 
other and used as an infrastructure for forwarding the 
environment measures to a sink node or a base station. 
Sensors are deployed in a large area without any centra- 
lized or administrative authority or infrastructure, collabo- 
rating for maintaining connectivity with the base station 
using multi hop links [2]. 

The development of wireless sensor networks was ori- 
ginally motivated by military applications such as battle- 
field surveillance. However, wireless sensor networks are 
now used in many civilian applications, including envi- 
ronment and habitat monitoring, healthcare applications, 
home automation, traffic control, and environmental mo- 
nitoring [3]. 

Regarding their nature as well as their field of applica- 
tion sensor networks seem to be part of unpredictable and 
hostile environment where the aspect of security must be 
carefully carried out, to guaranty the services of security 
such as confidentiality, integrity and authentication and  

resist against the increasing number of attacks, all these 
aspects must be considered under the constrained nature 
of sensors, usually limited in energy and computing power. 
In literature several strategies were proposed to secure 
WSN, however the majority of them are based on sym- 
metric cryptography which could not guaranty efficiently 
the security services and resist against attacks.  

In this paper we are going to present a simplified public 
key infrastructure based on the authenticity of the base 
station as a secure entity, responsible of security estab- 
lishment over the network. 

The proposed scheme is called cluster based public key 
infrastructure CBPKI is intended to be executed over 
hierarchical networks, in which the base station and clu- 
ster heads play the key role for securing data transmission, 
by collaborating for executing handshakes and key up- 
dates. 

2. Sensor Network Architectures 

Generally, a wireless sensor network is composed of a set 
of sensors randomly deployed in a large region without 
any infrastructure or centralized authority. Therefore, sen- 
sors must collaborate between themselves to achieve the 
network goals as well as the network usual services for 
maintaining a secured and efficient connectivity with the 
base station. Mainly, two architectures for sensor net- 
works [4] exist. 
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2.1. Flat Network Architecture 

The flat architecture is the simplest way to deploy a wire- 
less sensor network, in the way that sensors are randomly 
deployed in a defined area without taking into considera- 
tion the characteristics of sensors neither the environment 
of deployment. Sensors are responsible of establishing 
and securing the connection with the base station. In such 
architecture, sensors are equal in capacities and any ne- 
gotiation with the base station is done individually by each 
sensor.  

Flat architecture is suitable for stable networks where 
the collected reports are not numerous, since the routing 
overhead of a flat network is very important due to flood- 
ing used for route discovery.  

2.2. Hierarchical Network Architecture 

Due to the complexity of managing a flat network caused 
by the increasing number of sensors as well as the number 
of reports sent to the base station, the hierarchical archi- 
tecture tries to simplify the management of the network by 
organizing sensors into groups called clusters. One of the 
members of the cluster is elected as cluster head respon- 
sible of additional tasks such as cluster management, the 
rest of sensors are called cluster members. 

The hierarchical architecture simplifies considerably 
the network management, by delegating some redundant 
tasks to the cluster head which minimize considerably the 
overhead due to the execution of these tasks by each 
sensor individually. In addition a hierarchical architecture 
can be efficiently used for data aggregation, in which the 
cluster head play the role of the aggregator. 

Hierarchical architecture for managing security or 
routing seems to be more promising since the cluster head 
is intended to play the key role for security or routing 
which minimizes the number of operations for executing 
the elementary operations for routing or security protocol 
since a subset of operations is delegated to the cluster 
head. 

3. Security in Wireless Sensor Network 

3.1. Attacks against WSN 

Due to the nature of implied devices in sensor networks, 
generally small electronic devices with limited resources 
and capacities as well the used medium which is the radio 
waves naturally opened to anyone with the adequate hard- 
ware and software, making wireless sensor networks ex- 
posed to several attacks more than any other networks, 
ranging from passive, active and physical attacks: 

Capture attack: this is a physical attack, in which an 
attacker gain access to sensors’ hardware, in order to per- 
turb the functioning of the network by damaging the cap- 
tured sensors or to get the stored cryptographic keys to  

execute other kind of attacks against the network protocols, 
this attack is out of scope of this paper since it cannot be 
detected using a security scheme [5]. 

Eavesdropping: this passive attack is the simplest at- 
tack against an opened network, in which an attacker with 
the adequate hardware and software passively listen the 
exchanged data over the network in order to get informa- 
tion about the structure of the network and the underlying 
routing protocols which can be used for future active at- 
tacks [5]. 

Sinkhole: also called black hole, its objective is to at- 
tract the traffic from a particular area through a compro- 
mised node, by injecting false routing information adver- 
tising the attacker as the legitimate sink node or having 
the shortest path to the base station which redirects the 
network traffic over the attacker [6], in order to stop the 
network service or to execute other attacks such as man 
in the middle, data modification or eavesdropping, re- 
play, etc. 

Spoofing attacks: also called impersonate attack is 
executed in the absence of an authentication mechanism, 
in the way that the attacker spoofs the identity of a legiti- 
mate node in order to gain access to the network or to 
execute malicious actions using the spoofed identity, this 
attack presents a great risk if the spoofed identity is the 
base station which means that all the sensed data is sent 
to the false base station [6].  

Denial of service attacks: this kind of attacks are the 
most dangerous attacks against wireless networks, where 
the attacker tries to disrupt, deny, degrade the service of 
the network, it is planned in different manner and de- 
creases network lifetime in different ways. Among all the 
denial of service attacks the flooding attack is executed 
against wireless sensor networks, in which an attacker 
broadcast permanently hello messages which are re- 
broadcasted by each sensor over the network, which con- 
sumes the network bandwidth, sensor nodes resources 
and decreases the network lifetime [7].  

Selective forwarding: in selective forwarding attack, 
malicious nodes may refuse to forward certain messages 
and simply drop them, ensuring that they are not propa- 
gated any more. In contrary of black hole attack which 
can be easily detected, in selective forwarding the adver- 
sary selectively forwards packets and drop or modifies 
packets originating from a defined area or nodes and 
forwards the remaining traffic which can complicate its 
detection [8]. 

3.2. Previous Works 

In literature the aspect of security in WSN was treated 
with a great consideration to the limited resources of 
sensors such as computing, energy and storage capacities. 
This has given birth to a variety of scheme based essen- 
tially on symmetric cryptography which makes them vul- 
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nerable against several attacks. In this section we give an 
overview of the most known security schemes: 

Shared key: this solution is the simplest way for se- 
curing WSN; it uses a single shared key to encrypt traffic 
over the network. In this scheme an off-line dealer preload 
the key in sensors before deployment, then each sensor 
uses this key to decrypt traffic and join the network. As 
any other scheme based on single shared key, this scheme 
is vulnerable against capture attack which is more possi- 
ble in sensor network, since the capture of only one sensor 
can compromise the shared key and then the whole net- 
work [9]. 

Secure pebblenets: this solution proposed by Basagni 
[10] is an extended version of the shared key solution. By 
using a set of symmetric keys preloaded to each sensor 
over the network, which is divided into cluster in order to 
simplify the management of security. Intra cluster com- 
munication is managed individually by the cluster-head 
using a predefined symmetric key which guaranties the 
continuation of data aggregation, inter cluster communi- 
cation, data confidentiality and integrity are managed us- 
ing another set of keys.  

Tinysec: is a link layer security protocol based on sym- 
metric key encryption, TinySec [11] supports two different 
security options: authenticated encryption (TinySec-AE) 
and authentication only (TinySec-Auth). This scheme can 
be used over a tinyOS. The use of MAC layer security 
instead of end to end security may avoid denial of service 
attacks. However, this protocol does not define any strat-
egy to deliver and distribute cryptographic keys; otherwise 
this protocol can be used by any other key management 
scheme as an underlying tool for encryption. 

Simplified SSL handshake: in [12], the authors give 
the energy cost analysis of a simplified version of SSL 
applied to WSN, which reduces the amount of exchanged 
data between any pair of nodes to save energy and band-
width. The simplified handshake is used to setup a secure 
key between sensors or sensors and the base station in the 
network as the original SSL. Compared to the original 
SSL protocol this proposition is more energy saving how- 
ever it is not energy efficient, since a handshake between 
each pair of sensors consumes lot of sensor resources.  

4. Public Key Infrastructure for WSN 

Public key infrastructure is recognized as the most effi- 
cient and powerful tool for managing security in conven- 
tional network, since it guaranties all the security service 
such as integrity, confidentiality and authentication. PKI 
is essentially based on a third party called Certificate Au- 
thority (CA) responsible of creating and managing the 
distribution, revocation and the renewal of digital cer- 
tificate, depending on the application or the nature of the 
network other component such as Registration Authority 
(RA) and Certificate Revocation List (CRL) are deployed 

in a PKI [6].  
PKI has been efficiently deployed for conventional 

networks, since the existence of a secured CA is possible, 
however for a wireless ad hoc network, it is not guaran- 
teed that a complete implementation of a PKI is possible, 
due to the absence of infrastructure as well as the risks to 
which is exposed any certificate authority such as physical 
attack. Therefore, the security schemes developed for 
wireless sensor networks are generally based on symmet-
ric key encryption which is more efficient regarding the 
resource consumption such as energy, CPU and memory 
which are very crucial in wireless networks, however 
some schemes such as shared key and Tinysec [11] are not 
complete and still vulnerable against lot of attacks since 
they don’t guaranty the authenticity of the communicating 
entities as well as the integrity of the transmitted data. 

Although, a complete solution to guaranty the security 
services must be based on public key cryptography in 
order to guaranty the authentication of wireless nodes 
over the network using a pair of keys, one of the keys is 
used for encryption called private key and the second one 
is publicly known within the network used for decrypting 
messages encrypted with the private key, which guaran- 
ties data authentication, integrity and confidentiality. 
Nevertheless, Public key cryptography is omitted from the 
use in WSN, due to its great consumption of energy and 
bandwidth which are very crucial in sensor networks. 
However, last years have known the development of new 
cryptographic algorithms more energy efficient and giv- 
ing the same threshold of security as the conventional 
algorithms such as RSA [13]. Elliptic Curve Cryptogra- 
phy (ECC) [14] is one of these new algorithms and it is the 
most promising regarding the energy and time consump- 
tion, which makes it very suitable for data encryption in 
WSN.  

5. Cluster Based PKI 

As described above, a wireless sensor network suffers 
from great problems of security due to the nature of sen- 
sors as well as the nature of environment of deployment. 
In the other hands the majority of security schemes pro- 
posed in literature are based on symmetric encryption 
making them vulnerable against several attacks, since a 
robust security scheme must guaranty all the security ser- 
vices including integrity, confidentiality and authentica- 
tion which can only be achieved by using a combination 
of several encryption techniques. 

In this section we are going to present a hierarchical 
security scheme called CBPKI based on a set of hand- 
shakes intended to establish secure tunnels between each 
communicating entities over the networks. 

Using these handshakes the base station shares with 
each sensor over the network a symmetric cryptographic 
key used for encrypting ordinary traffic over the network 
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for data confidentiality, we also propose to use message 
authentication code MAC for ensuring integrity as well as 
public key cryptography to ensure authenticity over the 
networks 

5.1. Assumption on Sensors 

In order to make in practice our scheme, we suppose that 
before the network deployment each sensor receives the 
public key of the base station from an off-line dealer in 
order to guaranty the authentication of the base station by 
the network sensors. Since the base station is the unique 
entity having a pair of asymmetric keys. 

We suppose also that the hierarchical architecture is 
already established, in other words the network is divided 
into clusters where one of the members of each cluster is 
elected to be cluster head using one of the clustering al- 
gorithms proposed in literature. The cluster head is sup- 
posed to be the most powerful sensor in its cluster re- 
garding the battery and CPU power, since this node has 
more tasks to be done compared to the rest of its cluster 
members such as data aggregation and handshake execu- 
tion. 

For the system functioning we assume that: 
 The base station have more computational and energy 

power compared to sensors. 
 The base station has a pair of keys (private and public 

key). 
 Each sensor is capable to use: 

- Asymmetric Cryptography: To provide authentica-
tion of the base station. 

- Symmetric Cryptography: To ensure the confidenti-
ality of traffic across the network. 

- MAC (message authentication code) to ensure data 
integrity. 

 Each sensor has the capacity to save at least the public 
key of the base station and a session key used for data 
encryption. 

 Each sensor receives the public key of the base station 
by an off-line dealer. 

5.2. CBPKI Handshakes 

As described above CBPKI is intended to establish secu- 
rity over the network using three cryptographic methods 
destined to establish all the security services. To achieve 
this, CBPKI is based on two handshakes: 

Cluster-head to base station handshake: this hand- 
shake is intended to share a symmetric key used for se- 
curing end to end communication between each cluster 
head and the base station. 

Cluster members handshake: this handshake is exe- 
cuted by sensors and it is intended to distribute the ses- 
sion key shared by the base station and each cluster 
member within a given cluster. 

5.3. Cluster-Head to Base Station Handshake 

The handshake is executed by each cluster head and the 
base station is intended to establish a symmetric key be-
tween sensors and the base station.  This handshake is 
executed in three steps: 

Hand shake launching: the cluster head to base sta-
tion handshake is launched by each cluster head over the 
network, by generating a random symmetric key, the 
cluster head encrypts this key with the public key of the 
base station and sends it to the base station using the un- 
derlying routing protocol in an ordinary packet.  

The use of the public key for transporting the session 
key ensures the authentication of the base station, as well 
as the integrity and the confidentiality of the handshake. 

Establishment of the session key: after receiving and 
decrypting the message containing the session key com- 
ing from each cluster head using the corresponding pri- 
vate key since only the base station has the valid private 
key which guaranty the authentication, the integrity and 
the confidentiality of the handshake, the base station 
stores the symmetric key with the identifier of the cluster 
head in a global table used for identifying and managing 
clusters over the network.  

Completion of the handshake: in order to validate the 
handshake the base station encrypts a challenge message 
for each cluster head using the established session key. 
Each cluster head decrypts the message sent by the base 
station if the operation success the handshake is success-
fully completed otherwise an attack is supposed; and a 
new handshake is launched until a valid session key is 
established (Figure 1). 

5.4. Cluster Members Handshake 

After a successful cluster head to base station handshake, 
each cluster head shares with the base station a symmetric 
encrypting key, therefore each cluster member must get 
the same session key; in order to be used for data aggre-
gation between the cluster head and its cluster members. 
The distribution of the session key is done by the base  
 

 

Figure 1. Secure tunnel over hierarchical network. 
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to secure this operation, this message is encrypted by the 
public key of the base station. 

When the base station recei
e existence of the corresponding session key of the 

cluster head (established during the previous handshake), 
encrypts it with the session key sent by the sensor and 
sends it to the corresponding cluster member.  

The dialogue is done with the base station inst
uster head because the base station is authenticated 

using the public key distributed before deployment.  
Each sensor when receives this message from the b

ation, shares the same session key with its cluster head 
and the base station. 

After the achievement of the pre
sensor over the network shares a symmetric key with its 
cluster head and the base station which guaranties: 
 The confidentiality of the exchanged data betwe

base station, cluster head and cluster members. 
 All the handshakes and traffic exchanging are a

ticated using the public key of the base station. 
 The operations of data aggregation are always po
 A proactive key update is possible to guaranty more 

robustness. 
In order to e
ta integrity, we propose to use a message authentica- 

tion code MAC encrypted with the session key. There- 
fore, each packet is passed in a hash function to obtain a 
finger print which is encrypted by the session key shared 
with the base station.  

The structure of the p
ntaining the encrypted finger print is added at the end of 
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g on the importance and the nature of the networks is to 

encryption the MAC joined to each packet by the public 
key of the base station, this option consumes more energy 
due to the additional overhead for encryption however it 
guaranties the maximum of security (Figure 2). 

A wireless sensor net
which makes it subject of long term attacks in which the 
attacker tries to get the encrypting key by cumulating a 
great amount of encrypted data and uses some vulner-
abilities of the encrypting algorithms, or simply uses this 
data to launch reply or routing attacks. 

 

Figure 2. Packet structure. 
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A wireless sensor network is su
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6.1. Energy C

CBPKI uses two types
asymmetric algorithms with an optional use of a hash 
function as a MAC (message authentication code). We 
propose to use the ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) for 
data encryption considered to be more efficient regarding 
energy consumption. 

Taking into consid
heck sum, ID), the maximum packet size will not exceed 

the 512-bit so the consumed energy for its transmission is 
3.78 mJ and 1.83 mJ for reception, using as platform 
Mica2dots [15], the energy consumed for data encryption 
and decryption is 22.82 mJ for asymmetric encryption and 
0.039 mJ for symmetric encryption. Therefore the total 
energy consumption for each handshake is 28.47 mJ (Ta- 
ble 1). 

The robustness of a key ma
according to its capability to guaranty the basic security 
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Confidentiality: d
aranty that the transmitted data is not understood by  
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Table 1. Energy cost of base station to sensor handshake. 
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